
August 3, 2001

Stephan Brocoum, Assistant Manager
Office of Licensing and Regulatory Compliance
U.S. Department of Energy
Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management
Yucca Mountain Site Characterization Office
P.O. Box 30307
North Las Vegas, NV 89036-0307

SUBJECT: STRUCTURAL DEFORMATION AND SEISMICITY KEY TECHNICAL ISSUE
AGREEMENTS: ADDITIONAL INFORMATION NEEDED

Dear Mr. Brocoum:

During a Technical Exchange and Management Meeting held on October 11-12, 2000, the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) reached
agreement on issues pertaining to the Structural Deformation and Seismicity (SDS) Key
Technical Issue (KTI).  By letters dated December 21, 2000, and February 2, 2001, DOE
provided documents pertaining to NRC/DOE agreements, including two documents pertaining
to SDS agreements.  The NRC has reviewed these documents and the results of its review are
enclosed.

If you have any questions regarding this letter, please contact Mr. James Andersen of my staff. 
He can be reached at (301) 415-5717.

Sincerely,

/RA/

C. William Reamer, Chief
High-Level Waste Branch
Division of Waste Management
Office of Nuclear Material Safety
   and Safeguards

Enclosure: As Stated

cc: See attached distribution list
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NRC Review of DOE Documents Pertaining to 
Structural Deformation and Seismicity Key Technical Issue Agreements

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) goal of issue resolution during this interim
pre-licensing period is to assure that the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) has assembled
enough information on a given issue for NRC to accept a license application for review. 
Resolution by the NRC staff during pre-licensing does not prevent anyone from raising any
issue for NRC consideration during the licensing proceedings.  Also, and just as importantly,
resolution by the NRC staff during pre-licensing does not prejudge what the NRC staff
evaluation of that issue will be after it�s licensing review.  Issues are resolved by the NRC staff
during pre-licensing when the staff has no further questions or comments about how DOE is
addressing an issue.  Pertinent new information could raise new questions or comments on a
previously resolved issue.

This enclosure addresses several NRC/DOE agreements made during the Structural
Deformation and Seismicity (SDS) Technical Exchange and Management Meeting on October
11-12, 2000 (see NRC letter dated October 27, 2000, which summarized the meeting).  By
letters dated December 21, 2000, and February 2, 2001, DOE submitted two documents to
address some of the SDS agreements.  In addition, this enclosure documents the review of
DOE�s Fracture Geometry Analysis and Model Report (AMR) as discussed in SDS
Agreement 3.03.

Risk-informed and other paths forward.  At least one way DOE could respond fully to the
information requested for each specific Agreement item is discussed below.  Alternatively, there
is a generic way DOE might address the staff concerns.  DOE might risk-inform its assumptions
or conclusions by demonstrating that the requested information is not significant to (or would
not lead to underestimation of) design bases, barrier or system performance, or performance
confirmation measures.  

Demonstration that assumptions or conclusions are risk-informed might be made by sensitivity
or scenario analyses.  In any case, parameter or model uncertainty should be propagated, or
otherwise considered, throughout the respective DOE analyses.  Such a demonstration should
include details sufficient for a reviewer to reconstruct the calculations and analyses from data
input to results, independently.

1) Structural Deformation and Seismicity Agreements 1.02 and 2.03

Wording of the Agreements: Consistent with proposed 10 CFR Part 63, the NRC believes the
use of the mean is appropriate, however, DOE may use any statistic as long as it is consistent
with site data and technically defensible.  DOE will either provide technical justification for use
of median values or another statistical measure, such as the mean, or will evaluate and
implement an alternative approach.  The DOE-proposed approach and its basis will be provided
to NRC prior to September 2001.  The approach will be implemented prior to any potential LA.

NRC Review: In the DOE document entitled �Features, Events, and Processes: Screening for
Disruptive Events� (ANL-WIS-MD-000005, Rev 00, ICN 01), DOE provided information
pertaining to these two NRC/DOE agreements. The staff reviewed the approach proposed in
the AMR after it was first discussed in the October 11-12, 2000, Technical Exchange and
Management Meeting.  The following points supplement what was discussed the first time, for
your consideration for the September response.  Based on its review of the AMR, the staff
believes that the information provided is not sufficient to conduct a potential licensing review.  

Enclosure
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The staff is concerned that the median value of ground motion hazard measures (Agreement
SDS.2.03) and fault displacement hazard measures (Agreement SDS.1.02) does not reflect the
uncertainties associated with the parameters.  The staff considers that the mean of a
distribution more accurately reflects uncertainty and, therefore, is a more reasonable and
prudent statistical measure to use for safety evaluations than the median. 

In the AMR, DOE has not provided a sufficient technical basis to support the use of the median
rather than the mean in its analysis of fault displacement and ground motion and the attendant
uncertainties.  DOE states that the median better represents the central tendency of the
probabilistic analyses of fault displacement hazards and ground motion hazards at low
probabilities, than the mean.  DOE needs to show how the use of the median reflects the
uncertainty identified in the probabilistic seismic hazard analyses (Wong and Stepp, September
23, 1998, Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis for Fault Displacement and Vibratory Ground
Motion at Yucca Mountain, Nevada).  

Information Needed: DOE needs to provide information to support its consideration that the
median values appropriately reflect the uncertainties in probabilistic fault displacements and
ground motions at low probabilities (10E-6 to 10E-8), or, similarly, for whatever statistic it
chooses, or use a risk-informed rationale.

In addition, DOE should include the rationales for using the mean for pre-closure analyses,
while proposing the median for post-closure, for the same hazard curves.

Status of Agreement: Structural Deformation and Seismicity Agreement 1.02 and 2.03 need
additional information to support a potential licensing review.

2) Structural Deformation and Seismicity Agreement 2.01

Wording of the Agreement: Regarding ground motion, provide documentation, or point the NRC
to the documentation on the expert elicitation process, regarding the feedback to the subject
matter experts following the elicitation of their respective judgements.  DOE will provide
documentation demonstrating the adequacy of the elicitation feedback process by December
2000.

NRC Review: The staff reviewed the information provided in DOE�s December 21, 2000 letter
as it pertains to this agreement and believes that the information provided (S.Brocoum to
M.J.Bell, Summary of Methods, Models, and Preliminary Interpretations Workshop on Ground
Motion at Yucca Mountain - Salt Lake City, Utah, January 9 and 10, 1997) is not sufficient for
NRC to conduct a potential licensing review.  

The staff observed a wide diversity between experts� models and a variability within individual
expert models that is unexplained. In particular, the large range of differences among the
experts� interpretations of ground motion effects, in terms of both the predicted ground motions
and epistemic and aleatory uncertainties is insufficiently discussed.  Neither the Probabilistic
Seismic Hazard Analysis (Wong and Stepp, September 23, 1998, Probabilistic Seismic Hazard
Analysis for Fault Displacement and Vibratory Ground Motion at Yucca Mountain, Nevada
(PSHA), or the supplementary information (December 21, 2000, letter)) provided sufficient
documentation of the process each expert used during the feedback loops to validate the
probabilistic ground motion models that were derived from their input, or of the rationale each
expert used to support his judgment (i.e., transparency of experts� rationales are insufficient).
The staff is concerned whether the experts� input to the hazard, or whether the hazard curve
itself, correctly reflects their judgment. 
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These observations raised staff questions about the sufficiency of the elicitation process with
regard to experts� training and the documentation of the technical bases they used, as follows:
(1) what documentation did DOE require the experts to provide regarding their interpretations
and ground motion models (in particular, what documentation of both initial interpretations and
interpretations due to reflection upon feedback is consistent with elicitation requirements); (2)
did the experts acknowledge understanding of and agreement with the implications of their
interpretations as reflected in their probabilistic ground motion models; and (3) what is the
rationale for any revisions made by subject-matter experts based on feedback?

Information Needed: DOE needs to provide clear documentation of the expert elicitation
process and its implementation, specifically with regard to the feedback process associated
with the experts� interpretation, evaluation, and validation of their ground motion models. 
Documentation of the experts� reasoning is as important as the elicitation process.  Therefore,
the documentation should include: the experts� rationale for their interpretations, evaluations
and validations based on feedback; rationale for the experts� understanding and
acknowledgment of how their results would be used by DOE to develop seismic design input
values for pre-closure and post-closure analyses.

Documentation should be consistent with the guidelines in NUREG-1563 (e.g., section on post-
elicitation feedback, p. 28).

Status of Agreement: Structural Deformation and Seismicity Agreement 2.01 needs additional
information to support a potential licensing review.

3) Structural Deformation and Seismicity Agreement 2.04

Wording of the Agreement: The approach to evaluate seismic risk, including the assessment of
seismic fragility and evaluation of event sequences is not clear to the NRC, provide additional
information.  DOE believes the approach contained in the FEPs [Features, Events, and
Processes] AMR will be sufficient to support the Site Recommendation.  The updated FEPs
AMR is expected to be available in January 2001.

NRC Review: The staff reviewed the document entitled �Features, Events, and Processes:
Screening for Disruptive Events� (ANL-WIS-MD-000005, Rev 00, ICN 01), as it pertains to this
agreement and believes that the information provided is not sufficient for NRC to conduct a
potential licensing review.  DOE did not discuss in sufficient depth the technical bases for the
selection of the cladding failure FEP and scenario, or sufficiently explain the bases for exclusion
of related FEPs and scenarios that involve failure of other components. 

For example, the technical bases for DOE�s assessment of the seismic fragility or the
conditional frequencies of component failure, with regard to cladding failures from seismicity,
was not discussed sufficiently.  Use of a step function to define the conditional probability of
cladding failure is not consistent with the seismic fragility of ductile components, and should be
justified.

The treatment of degradation effects over the 10,000 year lifetime of the repository (e.g. stress
corrosion cracking) in the DOE fragility analysis was not discussed sufficiently.  The present
analysis does not sufficiently address how the seismic performance of the repository system
and the risk of radiological dose as a consequence of seismically-initiated failures will be
assessed.  
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Additionally, DOE did not indicate whether sufficient data to generate seismic fragility curves for
the components or structures needed for the analyses is available or how it would acquire the
necessary information prior to any potential license application.  Also, the seismic fragility
analysis for the nuclear spent fuel cladding was performed for this single component.  DOE did
not discuss sufficiently its insight into the overall performance of the repository or the potential
for release and exposure from seismic loading of related or similar systems, structures and
components.

Information Needed: DOE needs to provide documentation of methodology, technical bases
and data for: (1) the development of seismic fragility curves for structures, systems and
components used in performance assessments, including assurance that the necessary data
will be available for the time period of interest (TPI), when needed.  Moreover, this
documentation should address:  the range of failure modes that can occur for individual
components, component interactions, etc.; consideration of component deterioration and its
effect on the seismic capacity; the use of a step function to define conditional probability of
cladding failure; (2) conducting a seismic risk analysis for the repository, including the
assessment of the effect of cladding failure on design bases, barrier or system performance, or
performance confirmation. This documentation should describe the identification, modeling and
evaluation of the range of accident scenarios that could occur in the repository as a result of a
seismic event during the TPI; and (3) any additional points discussed in NRC�s review, above.

Status of Agreement: Structural Deformation and Seismicity Agreement 2.04 needs additional
information to support a potential licensing review.

4) Structural Deformation and Seismicity Agreement 3.03

Wording of the Agreement: The NRC needs to review the Fracture Geometry Analysis for the
Stratigraphic Units of the Repository Host Horizon AMR.  The NRC will provide feedback and
proposed agreements to DOE, if needed, by December 2000.

NRC Review: The NRC staff has reviewed the document entitled �Fracture Geometry Analysis
for the Stratigraphic Units of the Repository Host Horizon� (OCRWM, ANL-EBS-GE-000006
Rev 00, August 2000) and believes that the information provided is not sufficient for NRC to
conduct a licensing review.  The results of this review are summarized in a report by Ferrill et al.
(2000).  Without the  information requested, the staff would consider the relevant fracture data
inadequate for a license application.
 
The technical bases for the analyses of key blocks to determine rockfall size and locations and
the calculations of the angle of intersection of drift alignments with dominant fracture traces
used to select the emplacement drift orientation that rely on the key fracture parameters in this
AMR would be inadequate for a potential license application review.

Risk-informed and other paths forward.  The staff requests information discussed in Sections
4.1 through 4.8, below, which specifically address the eight items in the AMR discussed in the
review by Ferrill et al. (2000).  Alternatively, DOE may explain the currently unsupported
assumptions by risk-informing them.  Similarly, in the absence of persuasive evidence for
assumptions about uniform distribution of fracture characteristics throughout the repository,
DOE could develop alternative viable fracture models and assess the range of results derived
from consideration of the alternative models used, or otherwise, risk-inform the assumption of
uniform distribution.
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4.1 Directional Bias

Bases for Staff�s Request: DOE assumed that fracture orientation measurements collected in a
3D volume (i.e., Full-periphery Geologic Map (FPGM)) do not have an inherent �directional� bias
because fractures in every possible orientation are measured.  The NRC staff believes that the
size and shape of the sampling volume relative to fracture network characteristics such as
fracture size, spacing, and orientation have important influences on sampling bias.  Only if
characterization of the most abundant and smaller fractures was the purpose of the study would
the FPGM approach have been sufficient.  

The combined effect of two sampling biases - orientation and length - associated with cylindrical
sampling surfaces was not eliminated. Consequently the staff believes the repository host
horizon fracture data and derived parameters in this AMR contain such sampling biases. 

Information Needed: DOE needs to provide a technical basis for it conclusion that fracture
geometry parameter values for repository host horizon are correct, or provide a set of data
corrected for these sampling biases along with a description of the methodology used for
sampling bias correction, or risk-inform its results.

4.2 Representativeness of Fracture Parameters

Bases for Staff�s Request: DOE assumed that the subsurface data from the exploratory studies
facility (ESF) and cross drift are the best available data for analyzing the orientation, frequency
and trace lengths of fractures in the repository host horizon and that they are representative of
the entire proposed emplacement volume at Yucca Mountain.  Other data are available, but
were not used, e.g., observations of boreholes, drillcore, and rock outcrops.  DOE has not
provided adequate justification to support the extrapolation of fracture parameters derived only
from the underground openings to the repository footprint area beyond the ESF and cross drift.  

The database in the AMR includes data from the intensely fractured zone in exploratory studies
facility.  If the intensely fractured zone is unique, projecting data derived from it throughout the
proposed repository footprint could mislead design and performance calculations.  The
intensely fractured zone data may be representative of rock characteristics in only a small part
of the proposed repository area, and the present characterization would be insufficient (non-
representative, although the best available).  Alternatives to DOE�s assumption that intensely
fractured zone fracture data may be transferred (and averaged with data from other zones in
the same stratum) to localities lying to the west of intensely fractured zone are feasible and
should be considered. 

DOE has not demonstrated that the causes of variability in fracture orientation, length and
spacing from the sample sites in tunnels and drifts are likely to be present and similarly
distributed in the repository area.  For example, the percentage of variability due to such
influences on fractures as: proximity to faults, thickness of cooling unit, thickness and extent of
lithologic type (e.g., volume of lithophysae, degree of welding, fumarolic deposits) at the sample
sites, would need to be compared to the potential causes of fracture variability in the footprint.  

Information Needed: DOE needs to provide a technical basis or rationale to support its
extrapolation of fracture parameters to the repository footprint area that accounts for
heterogeneities in the repository host horizon and uncertainties in the fracture characteristics
and their distribution.  This should be done to support models and calculations used to select
the new emplacement drift alignment and for the key block analyses underway.  Similarly,
rationales should be developed to support the use of the active fracture model and calculations
that import or abstract fracture spacing data from the repository host horizon fracture AMR.  
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Alternatively, DOE would need to develop alternative viable fracture models and assess the
range of results derived from consideration of the assumptions of variability and uncertainties,
or otherwise risk-inform its current extrapolation.

4.3 Misrepresentation of Aggregated Fracture Characteristics

Bases for Staff�s Request: DOE fracture sets (within each lithologic unit) were defined based on
orientation modes, without reference to the origin or timing of fracture formation.  The staff
believes that statistically defined �orientation sets� may include fractures from different �actual
fracture sets� which will have different characteristics such as size, abundance, and distribution. 
Actual fracture sets share commonality of origin and characteristics (of which parallelism may
be one characteristic).  In the current DOE approach, joints of the same orientation produced by
cooling, tectonic, and excavation processes would all be lumped into the same set.  Key
differences of fracture characteristics (such as bimodal size distributions and limited volumetric
distribution due to origin) will tend to be misrepresented by statistically defining sets based on
orientation alone and averaging other fracture parameters.  Misleading statistical representation
of fracture sets can result from DOE�s categorization. 

Information Needed: DOE needs to provide a technical basis/rationale for its selection of
fracture sets (i.e., sets based on orientation and lithology, rather than on origin) and provide
statistics that represent the parameter distributions within each fracture set, or risk-inform the
aggregated characteristics. 

4.4 Fractures Over One-Meter in Length

Bases for Staff�s Request: There is a limited data set of fracture characteristics for fractures
less than one meter trace length.  DOE did not include these in the analysis because they were
not sufficiently representative.  Moreover, DOE stated that �The effect of small trace length
fractures on block development, if any, would be to either decrease the maximum block size, or
decrease the probability of occurrence of the maximum block. The impact of not considering
this data is that the block size distributions presented in the analysis could potentially be more
conservative.�  The DOE approach to rockfall analysis (regarding fracture length) appears to be
appropriate for rock units with small fracture spacings.  However, for a rock unit such as
Topopah Spring Lower Lithophysal (Tptpll), it may be inappropriate.  By including fractures with
trace length smaller than one meter for the Tptpll, more blocks and relatively larger size key
blocks (than for other units) may develop (Hsiung et al., 2001).  Therefore, the assumption
could cause DOE to underestimate the rockfall potential for the Tptpll rock unit.

Information Needed: DOE needs to provide a technical basis/rationale for using a fracture-
length database for various rockfall analyses and other calculations that is truncated at one-
meter.  This should be done to support DOE key block analyses for the Tptpll unit that are
underway. Alternatively, DOE could risk-inform the fracture-length database.

4.5 Orientation Variation Within Fracture Sets

Bases for Staff�s Request: DOE reported the single mean orientation of all fractures in a set to
represent that particular set.  It based the statistics on pole-vector concentrations observed in
contour plots of stereographic projections of the poles of  joint (fracture) planes.  Little to no
consideration was given to the effect of joints that deviated from the mean in the dominant, or
subordinate, joint sets in key block analyses or in the reanalyses of the alignment of
emplacement drifts.
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Analyses of tunnel stability underestimate rockfall potential when variations in joint orientation
are not considered in the analyses.  This AMR is the source of joint data for key block and other
analyses of tunnel and drift stability, but does not provide a reviewer sufficient details to
independently evaluate the DOE conclusion or assumption concerning the variability of
orientation within joint sets.  Specifically, DOE did not discuss: (i) the method used to determine
the mean orientations; (ii) the selection process used to identify subpopulations of orientations
for the determination of particular orientation modes for each rock unit; and (iii) the �spread� of
the orientation modes and how the spread (variation and deviation from the mean) was defined. 

Information Needed: DOE needs to describe the procedure for defining sets, explain the use of
single-value orientations to represent fracture set mean orientations, provide statistics that
represent the range or variation in orientation distribution within each fracture set, or risk-inform
the fracture-orientation variation database.

4.6 Fracture Trace Length and Fracture Shape

Bases for Staff�s Request: DOE measured the trace length of fractures that intersect the
cylindrical exploratory studies facility and cross drift tunnel walls (i.e., curvilinear trace length). 
DOE did not describe its concept of the overall shape of fractures (e.g., circular, rectangular). 
Curvilinear trace lengths represent the length of a curved line within a planar surface.  This
measure tends to overestimate the size of larger fractures relative to smaller ones, because of
the increased absolute effect of tunnel wall curvature on the larger fractures.  Curvilinear traces
of fractures intersecting cylinders vary considerably as the angle of intersection of the fracture
plane with the cylinder axis varies from near zero (fractures paralleling tunnel axis) to ninety
degrees (fractures perpendicular to tunnel axis), for the same size fractures.  Neither of these
measurement effects were addressed in the AMR.  

The selection of fracture shape as a factor in an analysis has not been justified.  The shape
effect of fractures that span the entire thickness of a rock unit is of some importance because a
particular shape - circular - was assumed for key block analyses.

Information Needed: DOE needs to provide: (1) a technical basis for the method it used to
measure fracture lengths in tunnels and drifts to support its conclusions; (2) an assessment of
the potential fracture shapes and their significance, if any, to performance; or (3) risk-inform the
results of its fracture trace length and fracture shape data and assumptions, respectively.

4.7 Strikes of Shallowly-Dipping Fractures

Bases for Staff�s Request: DOE stated that �strike was not considered since it is of little interest
to tunnel stability when examining subhorizontal fractures.�  The pattern of displacement on
shallowly-dipping fractures under thermal and seismic perturbations is sensitive to fracture
strike and dip directions.  Strike of subhorizontal fractures (from near zero to 30 degrees dip)
are important to drift or tunnel stability because rock-blocks that loosen or fall may be bounded
by both subvertical and subhorizontal fractures.  Anisotropic local stress fields are expected
around drifts related to drift excavation and subsequent perturbations by seismic shaking and
thermal loading.  The distribution of resolved stresses in these perturbed stress fields around
drifts will produce orientation (strike and dip) dependent variation in slip tendency and dilation
tendency on existing fractures.  Subhorizontal fractures are expected to be particularly
important contributors to roof collapse (Ofoegbu et al., 2001).  

Information Needed: DOE needs to provide, in a transparent format, a distribution of
orientations and related population statistics for subhorizontal fractures, that it used or assumed
for tunnel stability analysis, or risk-inform the current uses or assumptions.
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4.8 Statistical Significance of Fracture Populations in the ESF and Enhanced
Characterization of Repository Block

Bases for Staff�s Request: DOE�s numerical analyses of fracture parameters stated the number
of samples used in each analysis.  DOE assumed that the number of samples studied was
sufficient to conclude statistical significance or representativeness of the sample populations. 
For some sets in some rock units, the sample populations appear to be small in number and
narrow in distribution in light of the larger volume of rock in the unsampled repository footprint
that the samples are assumed to represent.  DOE did not discuss the statistical uncertainty
associated with the assumptions that the sample populations are representative or statistically
significant.

Information Needed: DOE needs to provide a population statistical analysis - unit by unit, set by
set - of the fracture data and results and provide the character statistics, or risk-inform the
current assumption.

Status of Agreement: Structural Deformation and Seismicity Agreement 3.03 needs additional
information on eight items (4.1 to 4.8) to support a potential licensing review.
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